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We present the complete first order relativistic quantum kinetic theory with spin for massive
fermions derived from the Wigner function formalism in a concise form that shows explicitly how
the 32 Wigner equations reduce to 4 independent transport equations. We solve the modified on-
shell conditions to obtain the general solution and present the corresponding transport equations
in three different forms that are suitable for different purposes. We demonstrate how different spin
effects arise from the kinetic theory by calculating the chiral separation effect with mass correction,
the chiral anomaly from the axial current and the quantum magnetic moment density induced by
vorticity and magnetic field. We also show how to generate the global polarization effect due to
spin vorticity coupling. The formalism presented may serve as a practical theoretical framework
to study different spin effects in relativistic fermion systems encountered in different areas such as
heavy ion, astro-particle and condensed matter physics as well.
PACS numbers: 25.75.Nq, 12.38.Mh, 13.88.+e
Introduction. — Spin plays an essential and fascinat-
ing role to probe the underlying structure of theories in
different areas of physics. The recent observation [1, 2]
by STAR collaboration of the global polarization [3–7] of
Λ hyperon in non-central heavy ion collisions opens new
directions in the study of hot and dense nuclear mat-
ter and motivates particularly further theoretical efforts
on the physics of the global polarization effect (GPE)
and vorticity [8–17]. What is quite extraordinary in
heavy ion collisions is that, spin can emerge as a se-
ries of macroscopic collective effects such as, besides the
GPE observed by STAR [1, 2], the chiral magnetic ef-
fect (CME) [18–20], the chiral vortical effect (CVE), the
chiral separation effect (CSE) [21–26] and so on. This is
quite different from other high energy reactions and fasci-
nating in its own way. Because the hot and dense system
produced in heavy-ion collisions expands and cools down
very fast, the natural and promising theoretical frame-
work to deal with these novel collective quantum effects
is the relativistic quantum kinetic theory (RQKT). In re-
cent years there has been a considerable amount of works
and significant progresses on the chiral kinetic theory
(CKT), i.e., RQKT for massless fermions [27–38]. With
the running of the beam energy scan program at RHIC
and especially the discovery of global polarization at rel-
atively lower energies [1, 2], it becomes indispensable to
develop a consistent and practical framework of RQKT
to be capable of treating various spin effects mentioned
above for massive fermions.
The covariant Wigner function formalism is a pow-
erful and systematic quantum kinetic approach [39–43],
which is very successful to derive CKT and describe CME
and CVE consistently. However RQKT for the massive
fermions is very different from CKT because, in addition
to the particle density, the spin polarization vector (SPV)
or the axial current will also become dynamical quantity
and the Wigner equations are entangled with each other
in much more complicated ways so that transport equa-
tions are also much more complicated than those in the
chiral limit. So far, the existing works [39–44] on RQKT
for massive fermions are restricted to leading order trans-
port equations for SPV, which is enough to deal with the
vector current or energy momentum tensor to the first or-
der in ~. However, they are incapable of accounting for
how the GPE can be produced from vorticity and how
the chiral anomaly can arise in kinetic theory for massive
fermions in a self-contained manner.
The aim of this paper is to derive RQKT with spin for
massive Fermions to the first order in ~ completely and
study the disentanglement of Wigner equations. We then
present the general solution of the modified on-shell con-
ditions at this order.After that, we apply them to various
spin effects in relativistic fermion systems to demonstrate
how they are derived from RQKT consistently.
The complete RQKT to the first order. — We start
with the Lorentz-covariant and gauge-invariant Wigner
function W (x, p) defined as [41]
Wαβ =
∫
d4y
(2π)4
e−ip·y〈ψ¯β (x+)U (x+, x−)ψα (x−)〉, (1)
where x± = x ± y/2, α and β are spinor indices and
U (x+, x−) is the gauge link. This matrix can be ex-
panded in terms of the 16 independent Γ-matrices,
W =
1
4
[
F + iγ5P + γµVµ + γ
5γµAµ +
1
2
σµνSµν
]
,(2)
where F , P, Vµ, Aµ and Sµν are all real functions of
x and p representing the scalar, pseudo-scalar, vector,
axial-vector and antisymmetric tensor components, re-
spectively. These 16 Wigner functions satisfy 32 Wigner
2equations derived from the Dirac equation [41]. In this
paper, we will restrict ourselves to the external or self-
consistent mean field approximation. It turns out that
we can choose the scalar F measuring the mass density
and the axial vector Aµ denoting SPV [45] as the inde-
pendent fundamental components and sort the 32Wigner
equations as follows.
(i) Eleven of them provide the expressions of other
components P, Vµ and Sµν in terms of F and Aµ,
P = −
~
2m
∇µAµ, (3)
Vµ =
1
m
pµF −
~
2m2
ǫµνρσ∇
νpρA σ, (4)
Sµν = −
1
m
ǫµνρσp
ρ
A
σ +
~
2m2
(∇µpν −∇νpµ)F ,(5)
where ∇µ = ∂µx − F
µν∂pν , ǫµνρσ is the completely anti-
symmetric tensor with the convention ǫ0123 = 1, and the
electric charge e is included in the gauge field tensor Fµν
for brevity.
(ii) Five of the remaining 21 Wigner equations provide
the modified on-shell conditions for F and Aµ,
(
p2 −m2
)
F = −
~
m
pµF˜µνA
ν , (6)
(
p2 −m2
)
Aµ = −
~
m
pνF˜µνF , (7)
where F˜µν = ǫµνρσF
ρσ/2 is the dual field strength tensor.
(iii) Another five lead to the transport equations for
F and Aµ respectively,
p · ∇F =
~
2m
pµ(∂xλF˜µν)∂
λ
pA
ν , (8)
p · ∇Aµ = FµνA
ν +
~
2m
pν(∂xλF˜µν)∂
λ
pF . (9)
(iv) There is another equation providing a subsidiary
condition for the SPV Aµ, i.e.,
p ·A = 0. (10)
It removes one component of Aµ from independent dy-
namical components and reduces the number of indepen-
dent components to 4.
(v) Finally, it is remarkable to show that, with Eqs. (3-
10) given above fulfilled, all the rest 10 of the 32 Wigner
equations are satisfied automatically and are not listed
here.
The general solution of the modified on-shell conditions
given by Eqs. (6) and (7) is given by,
F = δ
(
p2 −m2
)
F +
~
m
F˜µνp
µAνδ′
(
p2 −m2
)
, (11)
Aµ = δ
(
p2 −m2
)
Aµ +
~
m
pνF˜µνFδ
′
(
p2 −m2
)
, (12)
where F and Aµ have to be nonsingular at p
2 −m2 = 0
and are determined by transport equations. We find that
it is more convenient to take F and Aµ as independent
fundamental quantities instead of F and Aµ in practise.
This is particularly the case when transient electromag-
netic (EM) field or scattering process is considered. In
this case, we have no EM field or interaction in the far
past or far future. As can be seen from Eqs. (11) and
(12), both F and Aµ contribute to F and Aµ during
the interaction, while in the far past or future, they con-
tribute only to F and Aµ separately.
By substituting Eqs. (11) and (12) into Eqs. (8) and
(9), we obtain transport equations for F and Aµ in the
Lorentz covariant form,
p · ∇
[
Fδ
(
p2 −m2
)
+
~
m
F˜µνp
µAνδ′
(
p2 −m2
)]
=
~
2m
(∂xλF˜µν)∂
λ
p
[
pµAνδ
(
p2 −m2
)]
, (13)
p · ∇
[
Aµδ
(
p2 −m2
)
+
~
m
pνF˜µνFδ
′
(
p2 −m2
)]
= Fµν
[
Aνδ
(
p2 −m2
)
+
~
m
pλF˜
νλFδ′
(
p2 −m2
)]
+
~
2m
(∂xλF˜µν)∂
λ
p
[
pνFδ
(
p2 −m2
)]
. (14)
Due to singular δ function or initial value problem in co-
variant Wigner functions [46], Eqs. (13) and (14) are not
suitable for numerical evaluations. For this purpose, we
carry out the integration over p0 to get rid of the sin-
gular δ-function. Integrating p0 from 0 to ∞ picks up
particle’s contributions while −∞ to 0 for anti-particles.
For brevity, we present only results for particle’s contri-
butions in the following. The anti-particle’s contribution
is similar. By doing this, we obtain the integrated trans-
port equations and the subsidiary condition as,
p · ∇F = −
~ pµ
2m
[
F˜µν p¯
λ∇λ
E2p
− (∂¯λx F˜µν)∂¯
p
λ
]
Aν , (15)
p · ∇Aµ = FµνA
ν −
~ pν
2m
[
F˜µν p¯
λ∇λ
E2p
− (∂¯λx F˜µν)∂¯
p
λ
]
F ,
p · A = 0, (16)
where p is now on the mass-shell, i.e., p0 = Ep =√
p2 +m2, the derivative w.r.t. p0 that was contained
in the operator ∇µ is removed, p¯ = p− (n · p)n = (0,p)
and n = (1,0). To do numerical calculations, it is more
convenient to rewrite them in the 3-dimensional form,
(∇t + v · ∇)F
= −
~
2mEp
[
(B+E× v)(v · ∇ + Ep
←−
∇x · ∇p)
−(B · v)(v · ∇ + Ep
←−
∇x · ∇p)v
]
· A, (17)
(∇t + v · ∇)A +E(v · A)−B×A
= −
~
2mEp
(B+E× v)(v · ∇ + Ep
←−
∇x · ∇p)F , (18)
3where v = p/Ep, ∇t = ∂t+E ·∇p,∇ =∇x+B×∇p and
the left arrow over∇x denotes that it acts only on the EM
fields on the left. Here we have chosen space components
A as independent variables and the time component is
A0 = v · A, obtained from the subsidiary condition.
Now, we have successfully derived the quantum kinetic
equations in three different forms: the covariant form
[Eqs. (13) and (14)], the integrated form [Eqs. (15) and
(16)] and the 3-dimensional form [Eqs. (17) and (18)].
They are equivalent to each other and can be used for
different purposes. We emphasize in particular that the
kinetic equations presented above are complete up to the
first order of ~. They are different from those obtained
before in literature such as [39–43] where only zeroth or-
der of Aµ was considered. For comparison, in the fol-
lowing, we first present this “simplified version” then use
the complete version given above to discuss how different
spin effects arise from RQKT.
The simplified version. — If we are interested only in
quantum effects of the vector current jµ =
∫
d4pVµ or the
energy momentum tensor Tµν =
∫
d4p pνVµ, we need to
consider only the zeroth order of Aµ to get the first order
of jµ and Tµν . In this case, the transport equations for
Aµ reduce to those obtained before in e.g. [39–43]. We
now rewrite them in a rather intuitive way. We define
Psµ = Aµ/F , with p · s = 0 and s
2 = −1, (19)
where Psµ together denotes the polarization vector, P is
the magnitude and sµ is the unit vector in that direction.
To the zeroth order of ~, P and sµ are decoupled from
each other and from F as well, i.e.,
p · ∇
[
Pδ
(
p2 −m2
)]
= 0, (20)
p · ∇
[
sµδ
(
p2 −m2
)]
= Fµνs
νδ
(
p2 −m2
)
. (21)
To the first order in ~, the equation of motion for F can
be rewritten as,
p · ∇
[
Fδ
(
p2 −m2 − 2Ep∆E
)]
=
~
2m
(∂xλF˜
ρσ)∂λp
[
pρsσPFδ
(
p2 −m2 − 2Ep∆E
)]
. (22)
This indicates that all quantum corrections have been
absorbed into the effective energy shift due to the inter-
action between the EM field and spin,
∆E = −~PF˜ ρσpρsσ/2mEp. (23)
We call it the effective energy because the polarization
P is an ensemble averaged quantity that is unity for the
pure state. We see clearly that, under such approxima-
tions, the system remains unpolarized if the initial con-
dition is unpolarized. None of the spin effects such as
the chiral anomaly, GPE and CSE can be derived in a
self-contained manner from RQKT at this level.
CSE with mass correction. — The axial current can be
induced along the external magnetic field imposed on the
charged fermion system, which is the so called CSE. With
the general solution of Aµ in Eq. (12), we immediately
obtain CSE with mass correction. We take the global
equilibrium solution under constant EM field
Aµ = 0, (24)
F =
m
2π3
[
θ (u · p)
e(u·p−µ)/T + 1
+
θ (−u · p)
e−(u·p−µ)/T + 1
]
, (25)
where uµ is the fluid velocity and has been identified as
nµ in this calculation. Substituting them into Eq. (12)
and integrating over p, we obtain,
jµ5 =
∫
d4pA µ = σBµ, (26)
where the transport coefficient σ is given by
σ =
~
2π2
∫ ∞
0
dp (n+ − n−) , n± =
1
e(Ep∓µ)/T + 1
. (27)
This is exactly the same result as that obtained in [47],
where Kubo formula and axial anomaly equation were
used. At the chiral limit of m = 0, we obtain the well-
known result σ|m=0 = ~µ/2π
2 and at zero temperature,
we obtain σ|T→0 = ~µ
√
1−m2/µ2/2π2.
Chiral anomaly. — Chiral anomaly is a fascinating
quantum field effect that is absent at the classical level.
A proper RQKT should be able to account for this effect.
In the Wigner function formalism, chiral anomaly can be
derived directly from Eq. (3). It should be pointed out
that Eq. (3) is valid up to the second order in ~. The
first order correction of A µ contributes to the second
order correction of P. In fact, as we will see below, it
is the second order contribution of Eq. (3) that leads to
the chiral anomaly. By inserting Eqs. (11) and (12) into
Eq. (3), we obtain j5 =
∫
d4pP as,
j5 = −
~
2m
∂xµj
µ
5 +
~
2E ·B
2m2
∫
d4p∂λp
[
pλFδ
′(p2 −m2)
]
, (28)
where we have dropped the nonsingular term that van-
ishes after the integration. We choose two specific so-
lutions in the limiting cases: the free vacuum solution
F = m/2π3 and Aµ = 0, and the global equilibrium so-
lution with Fermi-Dirac distribution given by Eq. (25) in
chiral limit of m = 0. By carrying out the integration in
Eq. (28), we obtain exactly the same correct coefficient
of chiral anomaly in both cases.
Although the results of chiral anomaly obtained in the
above-mentioned two cases are exactly the same, it is
interesting to note that they originate from different mo-
mentum regions. For the free vacuum solution, there is
no suppression at large momentum and the finite contri-
bution comes from the large momentum, while for the
chiral limit with Fermi-Dirac distribution, there is an
exponential suppression at large momentum, the finite
contribution is from the infrared region. This indicates
4again further studying on where chiral anomaly comes
from in RQKT [35, 37, 44] is important and necessary.
Quantum magnetization effect. — The spin mag-
netic moment density is determined by the space com-
ponents of the anti-symmetric tensor Sµν . We take the
global equilibrium solution given by Eq. (25) with con-
stant thermal vorticity tensor Ωµν = ∂
x
µβν − ∂
x
νβµ where
βµ = uµ/T . We insert it into Eq. (5) to get Sµν . It fol-
lows that the magnetic moment density or magnetization
vector in the local co-moving frame is given by,
Mµ =
1
2
ǫνµαβu
ν
∫
d4pS αβ = ~κBµ − ~ρωµ/m, (29)
where Bµ = F˜µνu
ν is the magnetic field in the fluid rest
frame, ωµ = ǫµναβu
ν∂αx u
β/2 is the vorticity vector, the
magnetic susceptibility κ = m
∫
dp(n++n−)/2π
2Ep and
ρ is the charge density.
The presence of ~ on r.h.s. shows that magnetization
due to magnetic field or vorticity is a pure quantum ef-
fect. As we all know, charged vorticity can induce mag-
netic moment even in classical physics. But the result
presented here is different from this classical mechanism
and it represents ensemble average of the intrinsic mag-
netic moment that does not depend on the origin of the
coordinate that we choose. The term provides the rela-
tionship between the vorticity and the induced spin mag-
netization. We emphasize that, though obtained with the
Fermi-Dirac distribution, the vorticity term in Eq. (29)
is valid if F is chosen as any function of p · u.
GPE generation. —Let us consider a fermionic system
subject to a transient external EM field. We suppose
that at t = 0, there is no EM field, and the system is
unpolarized so that A = 0 and F 6= 0. The EM field
comes up at the next moment and the evolution of A
after an infinitesimal time interval is determined by,
∇tA = −
~
2mEp
(B+E× v)(v · ∇ + Ep
←−
∇x · ∇p)F . (30)
We see clearly that the polarization is generated along the
magnetic field due to the inhomogeneous distribution of
F in phase space.
From Eq. (30), one might also conclude that, if there is
no external EM field at t = 0, the transport equations for
F and A would decouple from each other so that GPE
became impossible from unpolarized initial state. This
is not true in practice since the self-consistent EM field
is determined by Maxwell’s equations ∂µF
µν = e2jν (e2
is due to the extra e in Fµν) that close with transport
equations that in turn determine the current jµ. The
relationship between the vorticity and EM field can be
seen more directly if we re-write Maxwell’s equations as
quadratic equations for the field tensor, i.e. [40],
∂λ∂
λFµν = e
2 (∂µjν − ∂νjµ) . (31)
We see explicitly that it is the vorticity of jµ instead of
the current itself that induces EM field tensor. The in-
duced EM field will couple A and F together and gener-
ate the polarization along the direction of vorticity. This
provides a mechanism to generate the GPE from vor-
ticity in the current. We emphasize that here we have
no collision terms but only relativistic quantum effects.
Further studies can be carry out numerically for specified
systems in future works.
Summary and outlook. — By choosing the scalar F
and the axial vector Aµ as independent components, we
have presented the RQKT for particle with spin-1/2 up
to the first order in ~ derived from the covariant Wigner
function formalism completely and in a concise form.
This form shows explicitly that the 32 Wigner equations
are in practice replaced by the 4 independent transport
equations. We have solved the modified on-shell condi-
tions and obtained the general solution. Using this we
have presented the transport equations in three differ-
ent forms, the covariant, integrated and 3-dimensional
forms, that can be used for different purposes. We have
demonstrated that different spin effects such as the chiral
anomaly, CSE, quantum magnetization effect and GPE
can arise from the RQKT automatically.
We have pointed out in particular that these spin ef-
fects arise only when we consider Wigner equations up
to the first order in ~ completely. None of them arises
automatically if we consider only the current and energy
momentum tensor to the first order but take the axial
vector Aµ only to the zeroth order.
By calculating the axial current j5µ =
∫
d4pAµ and
j5 =
∫
d4pP, we have successfully shown that CSE with
mass correction and the chiral anomaly are obtained au-
tomatically in the self-contained manner and lead to cor-
rect forms as obtained in other approaches. We have
also calculated the quantum magnetization effect and ob-
tained the simple relationship Mµ = ~κBµ − ~ρωµ/m.
We have also shown in particular that, although no colli-
sion term is considered yet, GPE can be generated from
current vorticity due to back reactions of EM fields from
Maxwell’s equations. The formalism presented provides
a practical theoretical framework in RQKT to study dif-
ferent spin effects in different relativistic quantum sys-
tems. It can be extended to higher orders in a straight-
forward manner and is applicable not only in heavy-ion
physics but also other areas such as astrophysics as well
as condensed matter physics where polarization effects
are involved in massive fermion systems.
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